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Nature of the force field in plasma wakes
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Plasma wakes are relevant in a number of applications. Here the attention is focused on complex plasmas
formed by dust particles suspended in partially inonized plasmas. Two forces are observed to contribute
significantly in a wake created by a suspended particle immersed in a plasma with supersonic flowing ions.
First, the well-known electrostatic force caused by the macroscopic electric field produced by charge accumu-
lation in the wake. Second, the ion flow field is distorted in the wake and creates a flow-induced force caused
by the momentum transfer from ion particles. The first force~electrostatic! has been proposed to cause the
alignment of dust particles observed in experimental conditions in complex plasmas. The present article
provides evidence that actually the second force~ion flow!, not previously considered, is a more likely
candidate that can explain the alignment observed in experiments.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Wake fields are a classic topic in plasma physics. Th
relevance range from fusion applications to satellite techn
ogy. Recently, however, a large number of studies on wa
have been published for application to the area of comp
plasmas.

Complex plasmas are systems composed of suspe
solid particles~often called dust particles, therefore giving
the overall system the namedusty plasma! immersed in a
plasma. One remarkable feature of such systems is tha
suspended dust particles tend to be located in regions w
the ions flow at near-sonic or supersonic speed.

It is expected that under such experimental conditions
ion flow creates wake fields downstream of each dust par
reached by it. It has been suggested that the presenc
wakes can produce aligning forces among suspended
ticles so that a particle upstream can align a particle loca
downstream~but not vice versa! @1–6#. The wake effect is to
date the only possible explanation for such an asymme
behavior observed in experiments@7#.

So if experiments strongly support the presence of plas
wakes in complex plasmas, the exact nature of the fo
within plasma wakes requires further investigation.

Previous works@1–6# have focused on the effect of ele
trostatic fields. It is well known that plasma wakes have
potential structure characterized by a Mach cone, ins
which the potential has an oscillatory nature in space wh
includes the presence of attractive electrostatic potential
ergy wells.

However, in the present article, I propose that, besides
electrostatic wake force, another relevant effect of the w
field is the creation of a ion flow field that produces forces
means of momentum transfer by charging collisions and
Coulomb scattering~i.e., the ion drag force!. Such a flow
field includes horizontal components that are responsible
a horizontal force that can act to align dust particles in co
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plex plasmas. I will show that the strength of such ion flo
force is greater than that of the electrostatic force.

The mechanism proposed here can be explained in sim
fluid terms. A negatively charged dust particle immersed
flowing ions acts as an electrostatic lens, creating a do
stream converging ion flow field by virtue of the focusin
effect. As a consequence, the ion wind downstream inclu
a horizontal component directed toward the ideal axis eme
ing from the center of the dust particle creating the wake a
aligned with the flow. A second dust particle located dow
stream would be at rest only directly below the first partic
if it were to be located off axis, the ion wind would push
towards the axis.

Note that the vertical distance between the particles al
the ion flow is set, instead, by the equilibrium of a number
forces @8–10#; in the present paper the attention is focus
solely on the horizontal alignment.

The relevance of the ion drag force to dust motion
complex plasmas has long been recognized@9,11#. In a re-
cent experimental study, it has been also suggested tha
drag forces can effectively become attractive@12#. However,
to my knowledge, the present article is the first instan
where it is proposed that plasma wakes can distort the fl
in turn creating a horizontal ion drag force that can align d
particles in complex plasmas.

II. PLASMA WAKES

The goal of the present article is to investigate the fo
field generated by the wake produced when a ion flow
gulfs a particle with size much smaller than the electron D
bye length~i.e., a dust particle!.

To investigate the issue, I shall consider a dust part
immersed in a plasma with flowing ions, for conditions typ
cal of the sheath region of glow discharges where comp
plasmas form.

To study this configuration, I shall make no approxim
tions and investigate it fully with thePIC simulation package
described in Ref.@13#. The simulation package uses comp
tational particles to solve the Vlasov-Poisson model for e
©2002 The American Physical Society09-1
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FIG. 1. ~Color! Horizontal~radial, using a cylindrical coordinate system! velocity field and horizontal electric field downstream of a du
particle immersed in a plasma with an ion flow having upstream Mach numberM51.5, directed downward.
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species. The dust particle charging is treated s
consistently, exactly as it would happen physically in a r
experiment. Initially the dust particle is neutral and charg
up as the plasma particles hit its surface and are captured
the dust particle charges, the surrounding plasma adjus
self self-consistently. The results below are relative to
end of the simulation, when the system has reached equ
rium and the dust particle is fully charged (vpit5300).

The initial configuration is characterized by a hydrog
plasma with the following parameters: electron temperatu
Te52eV; temperature ratio in the sheathTi /Te50.1; plasma
densityn51016m23. Furthermore, the ions are assumed
have an upstream unperturbed velocity with a Mach num
M5U/vB51.5 ~where U is the unperturbed upstream io
flow velocity andvB is the Bohm velocity! directed down-
ward in the figures below.

The dust particle is spherical with radiusr d50.13lDe and
with mass density:rd52.23103 kg/m3. The geometry used
02640
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is fully 3D, but the assumption is made of azimuthal sy
metry.

At equilibrium the charge on the dust reaches a value
q/e522.83104. For comparison, the orbital motion limite
~OML! theory would predict a charge ofq/e523.93104

for the same conditions considered above and including
effect of the ion flow@14#. The agreement is good conside
ing the limitations of the OML theory regarding the larg
size of the dust particle considered here@15,16#.

The simulation results, besides charging, present the
description of the plasma field in the wake. Figure 1 sho
the horizontal~i.e., radial, given the assumption of azimuth
symmetry! component of the ion flow velocity and of th
electrostatic field in the wake produced by the dust partic
The wake is clearly characterized by an electric field as d
cussed in several previous works@1–6# but also by a dis-
torted ion flow field, not previously considered. Note that t
typical oscillatory nature of the wake is present on long
9-2
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FIG. 2. ~Color! Horizontal component of the electrostatic force, expressed in femtonewton~fN!, downstream of a dust particle immerse
in a plasma with an ion flow having upstream Mach numberM51.5, directed downward. The left panel shows the complete force field
right panel shows only negative values~all positive values are cut off at zero!.
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length scale than shown in Fig. 1. However, the typical
terparticle distance in the systems of interest here is ab
d;lDe; it is, therefore, of no interest here to consider long
length scales. A further detail observed in Fig. 1 is the jag
separation between the negatively directed horizontal fl
just below the particle and the inner region devoid of plas
just downstream of the particle. The effect is due to the li
ited resolution of the simulation. It should be noted tha
convergence study has been conducted to show that
jagged separation does not affect the solution. The pre
simulation is already relatively expensive, requiring seve
days of CPU time on a dual Xeon 1.7 GHz workstation. T
cost is primarily due to the requirement to use the phys
mass ratiomi /me51836 and to use a realistic size of th
dust particle~small relative to the electron Debye length!.

III. FORCE FIELDS

As discussed above, the plasma wake shown in Fig
gives rise to two very different force fields. Such fields,
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course, depend on the wake but also on the object u
which they exert themselves. To fix the ideas, I shall assu
that the object experiencing the force fields is another d
particle with the same geometry, mass, and charge as the
particle originating the force fields. Such assumption con
tute a rough approximation of reality, where the dust p
ticles in a typical complex plasma can be assumed to h
approximately the same properties if located nearby. M
accurate calculations that correctly represent the mu
modifications of the particle properties induced among
particles are beyond the scope of the present work.

The two force fields are the electrostatic force and the
flow force. I shall consider them in turn.

First, the electric field is directly responsible for the ele
trostatic force. The computation of this force field is straig
forward. The electrostatic force is simply

Fe5qtE, ~1!
9-3
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FIG. 3. ~Color! Horizontal component of the ion flow force~drag force!, expressed in fN, downstream of a dust particle immersed
plasma with an ion flow having upstream Mach numberM51.5, directed downward. The left panel shows the complete force field, the
panel shows only negative values~all positive values are cut off at zero!.
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where the test chargeqt is assumed in the computations b
low to equal the charge of the dust particle creating the fie
Figure 2 shows the electrostatic force field obtained from
simulations using Eq.~1!. The result presented in Fig. 2 is i
qualitative agreement with the linear theories@1–3,5,6#.
However, the linear theories are quantitatively inapplica
in the present case as they would predict a potential bey
their range of applicability, namely, they would predict
huge wake potentialef@kTe . Linear theories by definition
can only be valid in the limit of small potentials; only th
nonlinear kinetic simulations presented here can be tru
quantitatively.

Second, the ion flow exerts a force on any object it e
counters: the ion drag force. The ion drag force is a w
known force that has attracted considerable research ef
and an established theory is available in the literature@11#. It
has long been known that the ion drag force exerts a ver
force on dust particles@9,10# that contributes to determin
the location of dust particles in glow discharge reacto
However, to my knowledge, never has it been suggested
plasma wakes induce disturbances of the ion flow that
producehorizontal components of the force. Below suc
horizontal force component is computed starting from
horizontal ion flow speed obtained from the simulations a
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displayed in Fig. 1. The ion drag force is calculated cons
ering the momentum transfer from two sources: the coll
tion force ~i.e., momentum transferred by ions collected
the dust particle! and the orbit force~i.e., Coulomb scattering
of ions by the dust particle! @9#.

The orbit force is calculated as@11#

Fi ,orbit5
L

mi
8p

~eqt!
2ni

~4pe0!2v th,i
2

C~Ui /v th,i !
Ui

Ui
, ~2!

whereL5 log(11lDe
2 /r t

2)/2 is the Coulomb logarithm (r t be-
ing the radius of the test particle assumed equal tor d as
noted above! andC is the Chandrasekhar function,

C~x!5
1

2x2 S erfx2
2x

Ap
e2x2D . ~3!

The collection forceis calculated as@9#

Fi ,collection5nimiUivspbc
2 , ~4!
9-4
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FIG. 4. ~Color! Total horizontal force in fN, obtained by summing the electrostatic force~in Fig. 3! and the ion flow force~in Fig. 4!. The
left panel shows the complete force field, the right panel shows only negative values~all positive values are cut off at zero!.
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where the mean speed isvs5(8v th,i
2 /p1Ui

2)1/2 and
the collection impact parameter isbc

25r t
2@12eqtmi /

(4pe0r tmivs
2)#.

The ion flow in Fig. 1 creates a force fieldFf low deter-
mined by Eqs.~2!, ~4!. Figure 3 shows the force field ob
tained for the plasma parameters described above. Cle
the horizontal force created by the ion flow is not negligib
Indeed, it exceeds the electrostatic force by almost an o
of magnitude. When the total force is computed by sim
summing the electrostatic and flow forces~see Fig. 4!, it is
easily observed that the ion flow force dominates everywh
in the downstream wake region, the electrostatic force be
eminently negligible, playing a noticeable role only ve
close to the dust particle, upstream of the flow.

The horizontal forces shown in Figs. 2–4 can be reps
sible for the aligning forces observed in complex plas
experiments@7#: A negative radial component would tend
move objects towards the axis, resulting in an alignment
02640
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The active region where the ion-flow-induced alignme
force is present is closer to the dust particle generating
force than it is the aligning force due to the electrosta
force. The alignment due to the ion flow force starts to
present right at the dust particle and continues downstre
up to about 3lde. The alignment due to the electrostat
force, instead, starts only at about 1.5lDe downstream. Ex-
periments have consistently shown interparticle distance
the order ofd;lDe. The electrostatic force acts too far awa
from the dust particle generating it to be able to explain m
of the experiments. The ion flow force acts right were t
experiments observe the alignment.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have simulated directly the conditions observed
complex plasma experiments. The simulations follow t
physics exactly with no assumptions or approximations.
9-5
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The plasma environment and particularly the plas
wake created around a dust particle immersed in flowing i
has been calculated.

Two horizontal forces have been observed and compu
First, the electrostatic force due to the presence of the w
electric field. Second, the ion flow force due to the distort
of the ion trajectories.

The two wake mechanisms should not be confused. E
trostatic wake forces are due to the self-consistent~Vlasov!
macroscopic field caused by charge accumulation in
wake. Ion drag forces, instead, are due to the microsco
fluctuations caused by the momentum exchange betw
plasma particles and dust particles~Lenard-Balescu collision
integral!.

The comparison shows that in this case the ion-flo
induced force is dominant over the electrostatic wake for

This conclusion is relevant to all laboratory experime
A

e,

.
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where dusty plasma crystals are formed: the present fo
can be the dominant aligning effect. But the present work
also relevant to the ongoing micorgravity experiments on
International Space Station ALPHA, where the ion dr
force is even more important due to the absence of gravit
should be noted that the ion drag force is most effective
U/v th,i52 corresponding typically toM!1 as expected in
the regions where the dust forms crystals in micrograv
experiments. On the ISS ALPHA the effect considered h
is even more relevant than on Earth.
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